Define f(n,j) as the number of binomial coefficients (?) divisible by exactly 2». We find formulas for/(n, j) for 0â_j'ë4 and evaluate/(n, j) for special values of n.
In [l] L. Carlitz considered the problem of determining the number of binomial coefficients (") (r = 0, 1, • • • , n) divisible by a fixed power of a prime ¿. In this paper we consider the same problem for ¿ = 2. We note that this problem is also discussed briefly in [3] .
Let n be a positive integer and define f(n, j) as the number of binomial coefficients (") (r = 0, 1, • • • , n) divisible by exactly V. We shall find formulas for f(n, j) for j = 0, • • -, 4, and we shall evaluate f(n, j) for special values of n. Several of the results of [l ] for ¿ = 2 are generalized in this paper.
Throughout this paper we shall assume that
We shall also use the following notation: ei -eo = k means e\ = k -\, ei -eo>k means e\>k -1. We also define any binomial coefficient Q to be 0 if x or y is negative or if x <y. 
into e¿ -e<_i = 2 and e,_i -e,_2 > 1 for ç9 terms e,-, > 2 for ijio terms e,-;
e¿ -e,_i = 1, e,_i -e¿_2 = 1 and e,_2 -e¿_3 > 1 for gu terms et-, > 2 for çi2 terms e<;
e» -e,_i = 1, e¿_! -e^2 = 2, e¿_2 -e¿_3 > 1 for ?i3 terms a;
ei -d-i = 2, e,_i -e,_2 = 1, e,_2 -e¿_3 > 1 for qu terms e¿;
e¿ -e,_i = 1, e¿_i -e¿_2 = 1, e¿-2 -c»-3 = L e,_3 -e¿_4 > 1 for ç16 terms e¿;
a -e,_i = 3, e,_i -e,_2 > 1 for qu terms e¿.
Then we have We note that the formulas for/(n, 0) and f(n, 1) can be found in [1] and [3] . In all of the following theorems, we assume that (1.1) holds and fin, j) is given by (2.2). Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are proved in [3] . 
